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July: smart cities and communities, 
August: sustainable society and economy, 
September: artificial intelligence, 
October: 5G and cybersecurity, 
November: digitalization 
December:  robotics, and industry 4.0.

The Slovenian Digital Center is the main economic event
of the Slovenian Presidency of the Council of the
European Union 2021, which enables companies to
present their innovative and technologically advanced
solutions, products and services. 

The content of the Slovenian Digital Center – Technology
for the people is divided into six monthly themes as it
follows:

Festival of Solutions presented various small and medium
enterprises within monthly themes working on
sustainable, innovative and digital solutions. The best
solutions are awarded with visit  to Expo 2020 Dubai and
celebrated as the most technologically advanced
solutions of Slovenian economy. 
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Festival of Solutions Award Winners 

Smart Cities and
Communities 

Qlector d.o.o.

iHelp d.o.o.

5G and Cyber Security

Optifarm d.o.o.

Sustainable Society and
Economy

Artificial intelligence

Vitalit, German Vitali s.p. 

Digitalization EpiCoro d.o.o. 
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Smart Cities and Communities 

Growers face difficult access to potential buyers,
Logistics are challenged by the fragmentation of small orders and
non-optimized transport,
Consequently, customers do not have information on the quality
and origin of food.

Optifarm offers smart solutions to optimize the implementation of short
food chains. The agricultural market needs an innovative solution that
will increase producers and customers and optimize short food chains.

THE SOLUTION IS CONNECTION AND WE WILL PROVIDE IT. Optifarm
Smart connects growers, sells with locally grown food.

The management and implementation of short food chain logistics is a
problem for all key stakeholders:

E-mail address: info@optifarm.net

Phone number: +38651311659

Web page: https://www.optifarm.net

Location: Gradnikova cesta 85,

                   4240 Radovljica

 

Optifarm d.o.o.
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E-mail address: info@ihelp.si

Phone number: +386 40 691 862

Web page: https://www.ihelp.si/

Location: Pokopališka ulica 24

                  1000 Ljubljana

 

Sustainable Society and Economy 

Project iHELP started because of shocking statistic that every second
death is caused by sudden hearth stop. The biggest problem with this
situation is that it takes to much time for help to arrive. With innovative
ideas we managed to shorten the rescue time and raise the probability
of survival.

SOS mobile application that connects people in emergency situation
with people than can come to their help before the professional
rescuers arrive.

iHELP d.o.o.
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E-mail address: info@

Phone number: +386 40 644 535

Web page:htpps://qlector.com 

Location: Rovšnikova ulica 7

                  1210 Ljubljana 
                  Šentvid

                  

 

Artifical Intelligence 

QLECTOR is a start-up company with a young team of experts, created
as a joint venture of a spin-out from the Jozef Stefan Institute and the
Kolektor Group. Our main product is the state-of-the-art software
solution QLECTOR LEAP.

QLECTOR LEAP addresses challenges that manufacturing companies
cannot solve with existing approaches. QLECTOR LEAP applies artificial
intelligence methods to historical data collected by existing IT
systems, such as ERP and MES to automatically construct a digital
twin of the shop-floor. During operation, digital twin is used to analyse
real-time shop-floor data, to enable the following functionalities: (1)
preparation of realistic production plans, (2) monitoring and predicting
plan execution, and (3) predicting downtimes and notification of
employees.

QLECTOR d.o.o.
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5G and Cyber Security 

"VITALIT's mission is to encourage organizations and individuals to
follow best practices in information technology. We want Slovenia to
become a starting point for best technological practices, with an
emphasis on cyber security. Our methodology is to pragmatically
follow the basic guidelines and maintain a simple process of systems
evolution. As a basis, we take into account good computing practices
and international impartial standards, thus ensuring that system
configurations and settings are at the level of high-tech cyber security.

Organizations are facing rapid technological change and related
challenges that prevent the efficient and safe use of technologies.

E-mail address: german@vitalit.si

Phone number: +386 51 684 419

Web page: https://vitalit.si/sl/

Location: Jakčeva 12

                   1000 Ljubljana

                   

 

Vitalit German Vitali s.p..
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E-mail address: ingo@epicoro.com 

Phone number: +386 70 600 003

Web page: https://epicorostudio.com/

Location: Bežigrajska cesta 4a

                 3000 Celje

                  

 

Digitalization 

The company EpiCoro, is not only a company that has been striving
since its inception to create above-standard websites, creative and
custom digital solutions and innovative games, but by giving
preference to the user and facilitated, improved and confident user
experience builds a better digital a world for all of us.Despite the
division of the company into two segments, EpiCoro Games and
EpiCoro Studio, the projects are carried out thoughtfully, carefully and
with a focus on every aspect in the collaboration of our experts and
creators. 

A comprehensive solution for automatic verification of DPR invoices is
the result of recognizing the shortcomings of related solutions on the
market. The DPR plug-in is designed to allow full automation from order
completion to all intermediate steps resulting in a tax-certified invoice.

EpiCoro d.o.o. 
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Organized by: 


